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A FEW WORDS
FROM
MANAGEMENT

Be in Africa ngo means
the opportunity to exist, live,
make possible, expand and share
a better present and future.
We build bridges to
generate growth.
Being born in Africa doesn’t have to be forced
to leave your home to improve your situation;
social and economic (quality of life).
If all of us work together supporting this cause
through the different areas of our activities, this can happen.

Some of our beneficiaries

This 2021 has been the fifth year in operation of
our programs and projects. This has been a year
full of changes, where in addition to continuing
to work on the projects in the best possible way,
the association's board of directors has been
changed, giving it a new focus.
Since the change of the Board of Directors began
until it became official, eight months passed.
Now Sergio, Ekaitza and Javi are the representatives of the association in Spain, being able
to apply for grants and awards.

We started the year with a small mood drop from
the original Board of Directors who, after all the
setbacks and other family commitments must
leave the Board of Directors. Then Sergio, Ekaitza
and Javi from Cream Prime get in touch with Be
in Africa to develop “Social Skateboarding” in the
community. .
From the 35 partners who were supporting the ngo,
9 remain.

The reason why many of the partners cannot continue to help Be in Africa is because they are commiOn the other hand, our local counterpart in Ugan- tted to a person on the Board of Directors and not
da (Born in Africa) is waiting to receive the docu.
to the project.
ments that verify the change of Board of Directors.
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A FEW WORDS
FROM
MANAGEMENT

Then we realize that must create a movement of companies that help
the community by providing knowledge to achieve the economic independence of the community
through sports, artistic and entrepreneurship
programs.
Until now we think that many times we have given them the fish and few have we taught them
to generate wealth for themselves, that is the
key to fulfilling our objectives.
Now the challenge is to bring together a group
of companies that fight to achieve the economic
independence of the community, which will disappear once the objective is achieved to replicate “Social Skateboarding” in other communities.

COVID-19
On the other hand Uganda have suffered the
third wave of Covid with only the 1% of the population vaccinated.
Consequently, schools were closed in July, until
a higher percentage of the population is vaccinated. Leaving the courses paid and unfinised.
Schools are estimated to reopen by mid-May
2022 in the next course where thy left.
With schools closed, many of the boys and girls
were left without their only daily meal (provided
by the school) and had to stay at home with their
families helping at work. Due to this situation,
many boys and girls now prefer to work or do a
higher degree than go to school to study.

K.B. (Mugoma B Village)
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PROJECT
BY
PROJECT

EXISTING REALITY
During these last years the association has
been growing both in type of project and in
the income received.
With the change of the Board of Directors this
last year has been a break regarding the projects due to the decrease in monthly income
having to prioritize the Kusoma schooling
project, that thanks to the sponsors and supporters, objectives were fulfilled.
Enyikara project has been kept on stand-by,
due to lack of funds.
On the other hand, Nasobora project now is
called “Social Skateboarding” and the object-

ive is to achieve the economic independence of
the community through sports, artistic and entrepreneurship programs in association with
different companies.
The objective is to create a movement in which
the knowledge of companies is transmitted, in
addition to promoting Be in Africa in different
channels and achieving different sources of income.
Now Be in Africa focuses its efforts on achieving companies as partners, collaborators
and sponsors, since companies are responsible
for exploiting and generating the world's wealth.

Mukaburara Village
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KUSOMA
PROJECT
NUESTROS BENEFICIARIOS
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ENYIKARA
PROJECT
IMPROVING LIVES:“ENYIKARA” Project.
“Enyikara” literally means
“how people live”, in the local language.
The objective of this project is to improve the
living standards of the community by building
bathrooms, kitchens and latrines.
This last 2021 has had to be put aside due to
the lack of funds and the state of alarm.
We hope to be able to resume the project soon.

Construction of 1 of the 2 currently existing kitchens
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“SOCIAL
SKATEBOARDING”

YOUTH, ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT: “SOCIAL SKATEBOARDING”
The objective of the project is to achieve the ECONOMIC INDEPENDENCE of the
community.
With the introduction of Sergio, Ekaitza y Javi,
creators of Cream Prime, the vision of Nasobora project changed but not its objective; generate job and employment opportunities, in
addition to creating recreational centers.
Sports, artistic and entrepreneurship programs
will be developed.
At Be in Africa we believe in collaborating with
different companies that contribute with their
know how to the community, in addition to promoting the ONG, its activities and the creations
of products in collaboration.
During 2021 collaborations have been closed
for the coming years.
Cream Prime, in addition to donating the 5% of
its profits, is also responsible for carrying out
projects and collaborations.
Logicalis, is the trusted partner in traditional
and emerging technologies.

Saye, is in charge of implementing workshops
of entrepreneurship with Cream Prime.
American Socks, WoodenSurfDesing y Asi Berlin
supports us in promoting Be in Africa with the
launching of some collaborative products that
donate a percentage of the profits to the
NGO.
La Clínica Dental Kira Franch supports us with
a free dental service throughout the community.
With The Gospel Viu Choir, some songs are going
to be recorded with which to later release an album
and a video clip that brings us closer to the existing
reality.
Even if we haven’t been able to travel to the community and start the project, we are happy to have created a small team of companies committed to the
planet.

“Social Skateboarding” in Konso Ethiopia
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“SOCIAL
SKATEBOARDING”
WHY SKATEBOARDING AS A TOOL?
Skateboarding is one of the best vehicles for the
education that exists, since learning takes place
through play. Thanks to Skateboarding, children
are exposed to different ethnic communities,
genders and beliefs, and have the opportunity to
belong to a community that fosters creativity,
inspires, guides and challenges the participant.

When children are empowered in this way, our
commitment makes a lasting contribution to the
development of civil society, socialisation, prevention and work for peace. So the world really
gets a little better with our actions.

In Uganda, it is considered inappropriate for
girls to ride a bicycle, however there are no stigmas associated with Skateboarding.

We make children strong! Since 2017 we use the
pedagogical power of the skateboard in its world
projects. They give the children and adolescents,
freedom of identity creation, to help them become strong individuals based on self-determination and intrinsic motivation.

At the Skatepark, children from different backgrounds form strong bonds and compared to
mainstream sports, Skateboarding has become
tempting for at-risk youth.

Mision:

Vision:
The youth culture of skateboarding is movement
oriented that knows no borders or wars, is not
differentiated by skin color, religion or social status. We form children through this unifying spirit.
Profits:
- Social integration.
- Contributes to improving self-esteem.
- Reduces stress and improves mood.
- Helps strengthen relationships.
- In addition to the physical benefits.

-

“Social Skateboarding” in Konso with the NGO Skate Like Lion
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ECONOMIC
TRANSPARENCY

The funds of Born in Africas bank account are destinated to “Kusoma” project, but due to the closure of
schools and educational centers, will be paid when they reopen. Total amount is 1.409,71€. Almost 95%
of the total investment has been financed by the Association Cinco Palabras.
The financial strategy for this 2022 is to become a Non-Governmental Organization for Development
(NGDO) with which to obtain monetary funds from those companies that wish to deduct VAT from their
donations.
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CURRENT
NEWS

A NEW VISION FOR NEW TIMES

CHANGE OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Why?

Many things have changed with the third wave of
Covid in Uganda, from the economic situation of
the partners, to the mentality of young people to
face the future. Now many prefer to work than
go to school, which is why we have now also implemented an entrepreneurial project called:
“Social Skateboarding”.

Cream Prime is the creator of the first non-abrasive sandpaper (CreamGrip) for skateboard, longboard and freestyle scooter that does not break
the shoes or damage the skin, can be reused, is
easy to clean and also supports what they call
“Social Skateboarding”.

Until now it has consisted of donating a CreamOn the other hand, an online store has been inGrip to NGOs that educate boys and girls through
troduced on the web where Be in Africa products skateboarding, for each CreamGrip sold.
can be purchased through dropshipping.
After making a trip to Ethiopia and another to Palestine to donate 500 Creamgrips, 200 skateboards,
school supplies and more, it is concluded that these
short term actions are not enough. Then Cream
Prime decides to collaborate with Be in Africa by
donating 5% of the profits and directing and being
responsible for the board of directors. Now the objective is to achieve the economic indepenence of
the community through sports, artistic and entrepreneurship programs.

L. R. (Baby Class) y S. A. (P1),
“Rev. Chris Katurama Memorial Nursery School”

Seal that certifies being a Be in Africa collaborator
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HOW TO
COLLABORATE

MAKING DONATIONS
You can collaborate with us and help us grow
and carry out our projects in a timely manner.

AS A COMPANY
Monetary donations: can be direct (own capital)
or indirect (promoting donations from your
clients). In both cases there is the possibility of
patronage and the consequent public recognition
of the donation.
Raising funds among your employees: It can be
a punctual collection between them or a regular
support program (payroll giving).
In addition, you can donate as a company exactly
the same amount that all youremployees
(matching gifts).
Raising funds from your clients: You can
provide with access to your customers, directly
or indirectly.
Donations in services or product: the products
or services related to the activity that the
company develops can be useful to BE IN
AFRICA.
The possibility of offering employees a
corporative volunteering, devoting himself to
work for BE IN AFRICA during his labor day.

company contributes the money directly or
indirectly depending on the resultsof the
action.
Whether your company already owns shares of
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), as if
no, get to know our projects and add “solidarity”
to its business activity. The amount of the
contributions or the mode of collaboration is not
the only thing that matters.

PARTNERS AND COLLABORATORS
Being a member of Be in Africa NGO means
supporting actively actions that reduce poverty,
bet on education and keep you in contact with
the projects and the Community in Uganda.
Through Be in Africa, help reaches everyone
the children and families of the Community, betting
for the support and collective development.

VOLUNTEERING
In Spain:
Fundraising to support the projects
and make them grow is of vital importance for
the NGO. That's why we need the organization
of solidarity initiatives in accordance with our
a vision, mission and values.

Sponsorship: You can collaborate by sponsoring
any specific activity that BE IN AFRICA carries out At the same time, making known and bringing
and that is consistent with the business strategy the existing reality in Uganda through activities
of the company. This collaboration can be limited awareness-raising activities, can be carried out
by our volunteers.
to an event or to cover activities or programs
with a longer duration.
In Uganda:
Joint promotions: After a commercial promotion Be in Africa offers the possibility of making
in which the cause and/or the image of BE IN
international volunteering collaborating with
AFRICA act as an incentive for the sale, the
projects that Born in Africa carries out on
the land.
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COLLABORATORS
Colaboradores
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CONTACT

Spain

Uganda

661 10 90 64 // 622 33 60 02
661 10 90 64 (by whatsapp)

+34 661 10 90 64 (by whatsapp)
+256 755 561 452

Lamisingo Iturria 1, Arretxe Ugalde building,
office 109 C,
20305 Irun (Spain)
email:
info@beinafrica.org
beinafricaong@gmail.com

P.O Box 271
Fort Portal Municipality
Kabarole District (Uganda)
email:
borninafrica@beinafrica.org

VISIT WWW.BEINAFRICA.ORG
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